Abstract-Fuzzy association rules use fuzzy logic to convert numerical attributes to fuzzy attribute. In this paper, we present an efficient algorithm named fuzzy cluster-based (FCB) along with its parallel version named parallel fuzzy cluster-based (PFCB). The FCB method is to create cluster tables by scanning the database once, and then clustering the transaction records to the i-th cluster table,where the length of a record is i. moreover, the fuzzy large itemsets are generated by contrasts with the partial cluster tables. Similarly, the PFCB method is to create cluster tables by scanning the database once, and then clustering the transaction records to the i-th cluster table,which is on the i-th processor,where the length of a record is i. moreover, the large itemsets are generated by contrasts with the partial cluster tables. Then, to calculate the fuzzy support of the candidate itemsets at each level, each processor calculates the support of the candidate itemsets in its own cluster and forwards the result to the coordinator. The final fuzzy support of the candidate itemsets, is then calculated from this results in the coordinator. We have performed extensive experiments and compared the performance of our algorithms with two of the best existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Relational database have been widely used in data processing and support of business operation, and there the size has grown rapidly. For the activities of decision making and market prediction, knowledge discovery from a database is very important for providing necessary information to a business. Association rules are one of the ways of representing knowledge, having been applied to analyze market baskets to help managers realize which items are likely to be bought at the same time [1] . For example, rule {P} → {Q} represent that if a customer bought P, then he should buy Q at the same time .Formally, the problem is stated as follows:
Let I={ i 1 , i 2 , …, i m } be a set of literals ,called items , D be a set of transaction , where each transaction T is a set of items such that T ⊆ I . A unique identifier TID is given to each transaction. A transaction T is said to contain A, a set of item in I, if A ⊆ T. An association rule is an implication of the form "A→ B", where A ⊆ I, B ⊆ I, and A∩B=ø. Usually, an association rule A → B can be obtained if its degree of support and confidence is greater than or equal to the Manuscript received October 13, 2011, revised October 31, 2011. Amir Ebrahimzadeh is with the Sama technical and vocational training college, Islamic Azad University, Mashhad branch, Mashhad, Iran, (e-mail: ebrahimzadehamir@gmail.com).
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pre-specified threshold respectively, i.e Dsupp( A→ B)=|AB |/|D| ≥ Min_supp , And Dconƒ(A→B)=|AB|/|A|≥Min_conf, Where |A | is the number of transaction that contain A, and |D | is the total number of transaction in database D.
Initially, Agrawal et al. [2] proposed a method to find the large itemsets. Subsequently, Agrawal et al. [3] also proposed the Apriori algorithm.
In recent year, there have been many attempts to improve the classical approach [3, 4] .Since real world application usually consist of quantitative values, mining quantitative association rules have been carried out by partitioning attribute domains and the transforming the quantitative values into binary ones to apply the classical mining algorithm [5] . However, using the classical approach for partitioned intervals may lead to the problem of sharp boundaries for interval [6] . In dealing with the "sharp boundary problem "in partitioning, fuzzy sets, which can deal with the boundary problem naturally, have been used in the association rule mining domains [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
However, these algorithms must scan a database many times to find the fuzzy large itemsets. Therefore as the database size becomes larger and larger, a better way is to mine association rules in parallel. A parallel algorithm for mining fuzzy association rules have been proposed in [13] .
A fuzzy association rule understood as a rule of the form A→ B where A and B are now fuzzy subsets rather than crisp subsets. The standard approach to evaluate the significance of fuzzy association rules is to extend the definition of well-known support and confidence measure to fuzzy association rule:
Where A(x) and B(y) denotes the degree of membership of the element x and y with respect of the fuzzy sets A and B respectively, ⊗ is a t-norm [14] . Large fuzzy itemset and effective fuzzy association rules can be determined by the proposed fuzzy support and the fuzzy confidence, respectively .In this paper, an effective algorithm named fuzzy cluster based (FCB) algorithm along with it's parallel version is proposed.
These mining algorithms consist of three parts:
(1) Quantitative attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy sets by the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm [15] ;
(2) Discovering frequent fuzzy attributes; (3) Generating fuzzy association rules with at least a minimum confidence from frequent fuzzy attributes. In this paper we firstly describe the sequential algorithm (FCB), secondly we propose its parallel version, and then experiment results are given to show the performance of the proposed algorithms. Last is conclusion. 
III. FCB ALGORITHM
The performance is dramatically decreased in the process of many fuzzy association rules algorithms. This is due to the fact that a database is repeatedly scanned to contract each candidate itemset with the whole database level by level in process of mining fuzzy association rules. Thus, we propose an efficient method for discovering the fuzzy large itemsets. for better understanding, we first describe the sequential version of the algorithm with an example and then move on to the parallel version.
A. Fuzzy Cluster-based Algorithm (Sequential Implementation)
At first quantitative attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy sets by FCM algorithm.
FCM is a clustering algorithm. It computes the centers of the clusters from the data set and minimizes the weighted sum of the distances between the patterns and centers. The membership functions are found by solving the following problem: Minimize:
Subject to: 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ c, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∑ = 1 uji=1, for 1≤i≤n, and 0<in=1 uji<
The distance between a centroid υ and a pattern x is computed as follows:
where A is a positive definite (n × n) matrix which induces the distance metric used. We consider two different distance metrics: the Euclidean and Mahalanobis distances. The choice of a distance metric determines the shape of the clusters that will be recognized by the clustering algorithm [6] . The two distance metrics under consideration are induced (in eqat. 1) By the following choices for matrix A:
where I is the identity matrix, C is the sample covariance matrix of the data set x.
The following parameters are used throughout the paper: T: is the iteration limit, M: determines the fuzziness of the clusters, E = ‖ U − U ∥ : represents the change in matrix U between iterations t − 1 and t, ϵ ∶ Is the termination threshold onE , U ∶ Is the c × n fuzzy membership matrix? V: is the c − tuple of cluster centers, ‖ . ‖ ∶ Is the norm used? ‖x‖ = x A x. FCM Algorithm /* Set c, m, T, the inner product determining ‖ . ‖ and the stop parameter ϵ. * / FCM.1 Initialize
where: m = min (x, k) and M = max (x, k); j = 1,2, … , p.
FCM.2 Compute U :
FCM. 4 Compute U :
The overall time complexity of FCM is O(nc p ) with Mahalanobis distance and O(nc p) with Euclidian distance.
The sequential algorithm employs some efficient cluster tables to represent database D by a single scan of the database, following by contrasts with the partial cluster tables. Fig.1 is the algorithmic form of sequential algorithm, which, for ease of presentation, is divided into three parts. Part 1 gets a set of large 1-itemsets and creates M cluster tables, scan the database once and cluster the transaction data. If the length of transaction record is K, transaction record will be stored in the table, named cluster_tabel(k), 1≤ k ≤ M , where M is the length of the longest transaction record in database. Meanwhile, the set of large 1-itemsets, L1, is generated.
Part 2 generates the set of fuzzy candidate k_itemsets C k . The procedure is similar to the candidate generation of Apriori algorithm [3] .
Part 3 determines the set of fuzzy large k-itemsets L k, as shown in Fig.3 . When the length of candidate itemset is k, the support is calculated with reference to the cluster_tabel(k) . Then it is contacted with the Cluster_Table (k+1), (k+2)…
B. An example of FCB Algorithm
We provide an example to to explain the application of our algorithm. There are 20 records in the database. An example is shown in , for 1≤k≤M ) 
IV. PFCB ALGORITHM

A. Partition the Quantitative Attributes
Quantitative attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy sets by the FCM algorithm in sequential algorithm.
As the database size becomes larger and larger, FCM algorithm requires lots of computation power, main memory and disk I/O. Lamehamedi H. presents the parallel fuzzy c-means (PFCM) algorithm [18] .The PFCM algorithm is developed following a master/slave approach. The computation is iterative and consists of s slaves controlled by the master. In order to implement the parallel algorithm for mining fuzzy association rules on the distributed linked PC/workstation, we improve the master/slave approach to the single program/multi data approach. Indeed, the PFCM algorithm is shown in Fig.4 . • For t=1 to T PFCM.4 when initiated by the master, the slaves will perform a part of the computations of V s. So each slave j will compute:
where sizex = n/s is the number of patterns received by each slave.
PFCM.5 Each salve j sends these results α , and β , to the master, which then aggregates to compute the V s and broadcasts them to the slaves. Then at the master level the errors are aggregated to yield: E = ∑ error .
-If E < ℎ . Endfor 2) for (k=2; ;k++) do { 2-1-C k = candidate-itemset-Gen(L k-1 ); 2-2-send C k to all machine with number equal or greater than k; 2-3-receive results from all machine with number equal or bigger than k; 2-4-calculate the fuzzy support of each itemset by adding the fuzzy supports in each cluster. 2-5-add itemset with support greater than minsup to L k ; If (L k =Ǿ) send halt message to all processor. Halt; } Answer=ỰL k ;} 
B. PFCB Algorithm
In the parallel version (PFCB algorithm), after quantitive attributes are partitioned into several fuzzy set, each cluster is handled by one processor (cluster i is handled by rocessor i). Additionally, another processor is required as the coordinator. Therefore, we need M+1 processor where then M is the maximum length of transaction. The PFCB method creates cluster table by scaning the database once, and then clustering the transaction records to the i-th cluster table, which is on the i-th processor, where the length of a record is i. Similar to the sequential version, L 1 is created of this stage.the creating of C k from L k-1 is done similarly to the apriori algorithm and on the coordinator. Then, at each level, to create L k from C k the coordinator will send the C k set to all the processors with numbers equal or greater than k. After receiving the C k , each processor calculates the fuzzy support of each itemset in C k , in its own cluster, and send the results back to the coordinator. The coordinator after getting back all the result, will compute the fuzzy support of each itemset to create L k . obviously, at each level i, there are i-1 idle processors. The Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the working of this algorithm in coordinator and other processors.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the efficiency of the FCB method, we have implemented the FCB along with fuzzy Apriori_like algorithm, Using Microsoft visual C# on a Pentium III 600 MHz PC with 256MB of available physical memory.
The test database is real-life database. In this experiment, the efficiency of the FCB algorithm is compared to the Apriori_like algorithm. The number of linguistic value in each attribute is 3.
(1) 60000 transaction records of experimental data are sampled randomly from the real-life Database. The test database contains 10 items, in which the longest transaction record contains 7 items. The performance of FCB algorithm is compared to Apriori -like algorithm under various users specified minimum support (MinSup), such that 0.50%, 0.40%, 0.30%, and 0.20%. The results are shown in Fig.7 . you can show that whenever the minsupport decreases, the gap between algorithms becomes more evident.
(2) 60000, 70000, 80000 and 90000 records of experimental data are sampled randomly from real-life database. The number of attribute is again 10. The performance of FCB algorithm is compared to apriori-like algorithm where minimum support is 0.30% (Fig.8) .
When the number of transaction increases, again the gap between algorithms increases too. We implemented our parallel algorithm for mining fuzzy association rules a long with PMFAR algorithm on the distributed linked PC/workstation. This workstation consists of eight computers with 128,000 KB of real memory, which are interconnected via a 10M/100M hub. We use the parallel message passing software MPICH2.The experiment is implemented on the pervious real life dataset, With 10 items , in with the longest transaction record contains 7 items. In the experiment, attributes are partitioned into three fuzzy sets. Let minimum fuzzy support be 0. 30%, let minimum fuzzy confidence be 0.1.
(1) 500000, 600000, 700000, 800000 records of experimental are sampled from dataset. The number of linguistic value in each attribute is 3.The performance of PFCB is compared to PMFAR algorithm. (Fig.9) (2) 700000 records of experimented data are sampled randomly from dataset. The performance of PFCB and PMFAR are compared with various user specified min sup. (Fig.10) .
Experiments shows that when the number of transactions is increased and minsup is decreased our algorithm outperform PMFAR algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented an efficient algorithm for mining fuzzy association rules. The FCB algorithm along with its parallel version creates cluster table to aid discovery of fuzzy large itemsets. The characteristics of FCB are the following. It only requires a single scan of the database, following by contrast with the partial cluster tables. In PFCB algorithm, there is a cluster in each machine. For calculating the fuzzy support of each itemset in C k , the fuzzy support of C k itemset in each cluster will be estimated and the result of this calculation will be sent to the coordinator. The coordinator after receiving, the consequences from each machine, will be calculating the final support of itemset. Eventually estimate the big itemset in each level. Experiments with real life database show that FCB and PFCB have a good performance 
